ENSURE A UNIQUE ACCOUNT

There are two easy ways to access the Global Learning Laboratory.

- Both ways require a unique account:
  1. For those with an existing WHO or ADS* account, click here
  2. For those without a WHO or ADS account, click here to create an ADS account. Once registered, check your mailbox for a confirmation email from "ADS membership".
- A WHO or ADS account is required to access the GLL interactive platform.

* IF YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN YOUR PASSWORD OR NEED A PASSWORD RESET, PLEASE CLICK HERE.

JOIN THE GLL

- With your WHO or ADS account information, visit the Global Learning Laboratory platform.
- Depending on your account type, three different means of entry are available:
  1. With your WHO account, access using the tab: WHO staff (WIMStab)
  2. With your ADS account, access using the tab External Partner (ADS)
  3. With your PAHO account, access using the tab PAHO Staff
- Once on the platform, “let us know why you need access” to the Global Learning Laboratory.
- The GLL administration team will approve your request. A confirmation email will be sent shortly after the approval.

CONSIDER JOINING A LEARNING POD

- Once on the platform, to join a specific learning community click the “Learning Pod” tab on the right-hand side.
- Select the learning community of preference and request access.
- The GLL administration team will approve your request.
  A confirmation email will be sent shortly after the approval.

STAY CONNECTED

- Visit & bookmark the Global Learning Laboratory platform
- Subscribe to the GLL newsletter to stay informed by emailing GLL4QUHC@who.int
- Contribute, engage and communicate on quality in the context of UHC.